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Summary
The incidence of diabetic foot complications, most notably wounds, is increasing worldwide. Most people who present for care of a foot wound will become
infected. Globally, this results in one major amputation every 30 s with over
2500 limbs lost per day. Presently, clinicians assess circulation, neuropathy
and plantar pressures to identify the risk of foot ulceration. Several studies
have suggested prevention of foot ulcers by identifying individuals at high risk
and treating for lower extremity complications. Our group has proposed several diagnostics as well as prevention strategies, especially thermography
and thermometry for management of patients with diabetic foot complications.
These strategies employ non-invasive assessment of inﬂammation for acute as
well as chronic care for the foot, with the intent to prevent ulceration/re-ulceration and subsequent traumatic amputations. The authors’ review some important clinical studies and ongoing research in this area, with the long-term goal
to further the role of thermography and thermometry in clinical care for the
diabetic foot. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction
Diabetic foot
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The incidence of diabetic foot complications, most notably wounds, is increasing worldwide. More than half of the people who present for care of
a foot wound will become infected [1]. Globally, this results in one major
amputation every 30 s with over 2500 limbs lost per day [2]. Studies have
demonstrated that the 5-year mortality rate in patients with diabetes following a major amputation is signiﬁcant and even greater than many major
forms of cancer [3]. With ﬁve year mortality rates for wounds, vascular disease and subsequent diabetes-related amputations conservatively in the
range of 50-70%, these have frequently been compared to the mortality
rates of aggressive forms of cancer. Our group and others have continued
this comparison, in suggesting that healing should be equated with ‘remission’ and diabetic foot care delivery similar to interdisciplinary cancer centre
care [3,4]. Regardless of these comparisons, though, the incidence of diabetic foot disease is growing worldwide leading to the increased socioeconomic burden on health care systems of both developed and developing
nations [5–8].
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Current status of care
Presently, clinicians assess circulation, neuropathy and
plantar pressures to identify the risk of foot ulceration
[9]. Several studies have suggested prevention of foot
ulcers by identifying individuals at high risk and treating
for lower extremity complications [10–12]. Our group
has proposed several prevention strategies for disease
management to improve clinical outcomes for patients
suffering from diabetic foot complications [2,13]. There
are many clinical parameters available to the physician
that are used to assess the severity of a diabetic foot infection and other risk factors; however, most are largely subjective with very few reliable practical clinical markers
available to assist the clinician. The key common factor
that appears to be present both in dysfunctional healing
and in predicting breakdown may be inﬂammation.

Thermographic evaluation of the
diabetic foot: acute and chronic
assessments
Non-invasive assessment for inﬂammation might be best
divided into care of acute diabetic foot conditions [wound
healing, Charcot neuro-osteoarthropathy (CN)] and preventative care for the foot in remission (prevention of severe ulceration/re-ulceration). We will divide our discussion into those topics.

Acute inﬂammation detection
Wound-healing assessment
It is important that any proposed methodology for analysing a thermal image be standardized to create uniformity
in the process for measuring and collection of data. In the
use of infrared (IR) thermography, the anatomical surfaces of the foot are examined to identify potential hot
or cold spots where inﬂammation or circulatory loss may
be occurring. One can then supplement the examination
with visible imagery or a composite (visual superimposed
on thermal) image to determine the size, shape and curvature of the wound, which can help answer the question
of how large or extensive the wound may be.
This approach, however, only provides the clinician a
general qualitative process for the analysis of the thermal
images of wounds, and there remains a need for an objective parameter or alternatively an index based on thermal
proﬁle of the wound site. This is most important when
tracking the progress of wound healing over time.
Peripheral neuropathy and underlying inﬂammation
impairs the wound healing. These effects may be quantiﬁed by using thermal imaging. The underlying cellular
mechanisms for wound healing are complex, and
responses are severely affected by the presence of
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

diabetes that modulates in the metabolic activity. Wound
healing in a diabetic patient presents a challenging problem for clinicians for a number of reasons. In a healthy patient, wound healing progresses through three distinct
stages: the inﬂammatory stage, which begins at the time
the wound occurs and is signalled by the adherence of
platelets to exposed collagen, which aggregate with ﬁbrin
to form a clot. Polymorphonuclear leukocytes then arrive
and assist in combating infection. In the proliferative
phase, new capillaries form, and ﬁbroblasts activate to
synthesize collagen and proteoglycans. Lastly, the maturation stage occurs in which collagen tissue is remodelled.
Figure 1 illustrates the contextual framework for the
application of thermography (or thermometry) in an assessment of diabetes-related lower extremity complications. Although the aforementioned mechanisms are hard
to quantify by a single test or modality, the assessment of
thermal patterns provides a unique way to measure the effect of cellular or metabolic activity of healing. The progression of wound healing can be determined by calculating the thermal index (TI) of the wound on the basis of
the thermal proﬁle obtained by IR thermometry. This processed image can be used to calculate an index described
as follows.
TI ¼ ðΔT  aÞ=A;
where ΔT is the temperature difference between the ulcer and mean foot temperature, a is the area of the isotherm (highest to lowest temperature) in the ulcer area,
and A is the area of the wound bed. Area is calculated in
terms of the pixels for this analysis. The choice of the
highest and lowest isotherms must be made at the beginning of the analysis and followed consistently. Currently,
these features are manually obtained from the thermal
image.
Figure 2 provides a typical thermal image and a visual
image for the plantar foot ulcer. Figure 3 provides schematic for the wound inﬂammatory index calculation. The
image is from a 78-year-old test subject recorded on 11
November 2009. The average foot temperature of 85.4 F
was obtained by recording the temperature at six anatomical sites (metatarsal head (MTH) nos. 1–5 and hallux).
The active wound bed was measured to be 22 387 pixels,
while the area of the lowest temperature had a pixel count
of 2753. The lowest temperature was 78.4 F. The resultant
TI was calculated to be 0.862. Another set of thermographic measurements was performed 21 days later on
01 December 2009. The analysis indicated an increase in
average foot temperature up to 88.0 F (increase of 2.7 F),
a larger wound area of 33 856 pixels and a TI of 0.443,
indicating progress towards wound healing.
Bharara et al. [14] reported the wound inﬂammatory
index for a patient with plantar foot wound, followed
serially until healing. We found that the TI/wound inﬂammatory index may indicate a shift from negative to positive
( p < 0.05), before it reaches zero at healing. The changes
in thermal patterns or thermal morphology indicate a ﬂare
response at the wound periphery, which triggers at around
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Figure 1. Contextual framework for thermography and thermometry in management of diabetic foot complications

day 14, and this acute inﬂammation around the wound
begins to subside leading to healing. The wound inﬂammation index correlated with the standard wound size
measures at weekly patient visits [14].

Assessment of CN
Najaﬁ et al. [15], in a recent investigation, provided evidence about the poor metabolic regulation following controlled walking test for patients with acute CN [15]. They
reported that at 50 steps, patients with CN had a signiﬁcantly higher temperature drop compared with those with
no CN. Additionally, at 200 steps, the temperature for
patients with CN signiﬁcantly increased unilaterally,
while those with no CN had a non-signiﬁcant difference
between the two feet. This is the ﬁrst study evaluating
the stress and recovery response in patients with CN. Such
strategies need further evaluation to study the variability
in thermal response to controlled walking with the intent
to develop interventions that address trauma (and increased temperatures) during activities of daily living,
such as walking.

Figure 2. Typica thermal image (A) and visual image (B) of a
wound (Courtesy of Eden Medical, Inc.)
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Chronic assessment
Inﬂammation: target for prevention in
care of the foot in ‘remission’
It is often the pressure–activity imbalance, where repetitive stress on the plantar tissue in concert with the underlying neuropathy and biomechanical abnormalities, that
leads to an ulcer (or frank skin breakdown) [16–19]. Inﬂammation is one of the earliest signs of impending foot
ulceration in a diabetic patient. While many of the characteristic signs of inﬂammation (i.e. pain, redness, swelling
and loss of function) are difﬁcult to assess objectively,
warmth can be measured objectively through thermal imaging. In the neuropathic extremity, pain and loss of function may be absent because of degenerated nerve ﬁbres.
However, the signs of redness, swelling and excessive heat
are robust diagnostic indicators of pathology change leading to wound-related ulceration. Local skin warmth has
been found to be a relatively consistent surrogate marker
for inﬂammation [20]. Thermography may be one of the
more promising emerging modalities for the evaluation
of diabetic foot wounds [11,21–23].
Thermal changes under the plantar aspect of the foot
may be the result of vascular compromise, diabetic neuropathy, skeletal changes (repetitive stress-induced inﬂammation), infection or a combination of these factors. IR
thermography is a real-time temperature measurement
technique, which produces a coloured visualization of thermal energy emitted by the measurement site at temperature
above absolute zero. The technological advances in IR cameras in speed and spatial resolution now make it possible to
quantitatively assess thermal patterns [11]. Although IR
thermography has poor speciﬁcity, it can be used in conjunction with other modalities to help predict current and
future outcomes for diabetic neuropathic wounds.
Progressive degeneration of sensory nerve pathways is
thought to affect thermoreceptors and mechanoreceptors
equally. However, clinical evidence suggests a bias towards
evaluation of mechanoreceptors. Thermal imaging is a valuable adjunct to the physical examination of the foot. Table 1
Diabetes Metab Res Rev 2012; 28:(Suppl 1):X-xX.
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Figure 3. Illustration of wound inﬂammatory index calculation (Courtesy of Eden Medical, Inc.)

lists key studies from the published literature by speciﬁc
applications in diabetes lower extremity complications.
The current evidence on the use of thermography (and
thermometry) could be divided into seven main areas,
which are real-time dynamic thermometry, longitudinal
foot temperature analysis, infection outcome analysis,
preventing ulcer recurrence, response to external stimuli,
spatio-temporal image analysis and wound analysis. Speciﬁc studies addressing each area are referenced in
Table 1. However, it must be emphasized that the largest
clinical evidence supporting thermometry exists in the area
of preventing recurring ulcers. Lavery and Armstrong have

shown the efﬁcacy of using handheld dermal thermometers
in reducing rates of recurring ulcers by four to ten times, in
three independent clinical trials [24–26]. Table 2 lists the
three randomized clinical trials and their ﬁndings.
Although the prevention strategy is effective, there is a
need for a clinical thermography system that can predict
wound healing as well as aid clinicians in adapting their
therapies per wound-healing response. Recent advances
in technology have now afforded cost-effective means to realize such prediction algorithms [14,27,28]. In this article,
we review the recent advances in thermal assessment technology and its speciﬁc applications for diabetic foot care.

Table 1. Summary of key studies published in this area, stratiﬁed by speciﬁc applications in diabetic foot complications
Study No.

Year

Type

1

2003–2007

2

2009–2010

3

2007

4

2009

Ambulatory temperature
analysis
Foot temperature
analysis
Infection outcome
evaluation
Prevention

5

2004–2007

Prevention

6

2008

7

1996

8

2011

9

2009

10

2002

Response to external
stimuli
Response to external
stimuli
Spatio-temporal image
analysis
Spatio-temporal image
analysis
Wound analysis

11

2010

Wound analysis

12

2005

Wound analysis

Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Description
Dynamic (real time) plantar temperature analysis for
polyneuropathy evaluation [30–32]
Foot temperatures in patients with type 2
diabetes with and without neuropathy [33,34]
Assessment of thermal imaging’s ability to predict
outcomes in diabetic foot infections [20]
Liquid crystal thermography for preventing diabetic foot
wounds [22,35]
Three randomized clinical trials evaluating home monitoring
of foot temperatures – 4  F difference between contralateral foot
sites predicts recurring ulcers [24–26]
Cold immersion/warm immersion recovery response in diabetic
neuropathic patients [36,37]
Cutaneous reactive hyperemia analysis in porcine model [38]
Thermographic pattern analysis for circulatory analyses in the
diabetic feet based on the angiosomes concept [39]
Thermal imaging for screening at-risk patients and identifying
latent callous, circulatory disorders and diabetic neuropathy [29,40,41]
Wound as well as thermal recovery tendency analysis for diabetic patients
[27]
Wound healing trajectory analysis for diabetic foot wounds using wound
inﬂammatory index [14]
Wound characterization and metabolic correlation with thermal as well as
hyperspectral imaging [28]
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Table 2. Summary of the three randomized clinical trials demonstrating the effectiveness of handheld dermal thermometers

Study

Study design

Duration of study
(months)

Ulceration control
group (%)

Ulceration thermometry
group (%)

RCT (85)
RCT (172)
RCT (255)

6
12
15

20
29.3 and 30.4
12.2

2
8.5
4.7

Diabetes Care (2004)
Diabetes Care (2007)
American Medical Association (2007)
RCT, randomized clinical trial.

Discussion

Conclusion

The pathophysiology behind a diabetic foot ulceration and
subsequent complication is well understood. The clinician
will generally obtain a thorough medical history and assess the orthopaedic, vascular, dermatological and neurological statuses of a patient to identify risks associated
with foot ulceration. More recently, technological
advances have provided efﬁcient modalities that can advance the management of patients with diabetic foot disease through early diagnosis, surgical management and
future prevention for these patients. Thermometry is a
prime example of such technological advances and has
shown clinically that assessments of plantar foot temperatures are not only useful in the prevention of recurring
ulcers but also may be indicative of subclinical neuropathy
and assess the wound healing trajectory [14].
The advantages of the IR technique over other modalities available include its noninvasive nature, the safety of
the examination and ease and speed of use. This type of
system provides a complimentary assessment alongside
routine sensory-testing modalities, aimed to objectively
address the risk factors and/or response to therapy. Although several limitations of the proposed technique exist
such as patient positioning, camera positioning, image
registration (overlay of the visual image on the thermal
image) and automation of the analysis, these all can be
addressed in an elaborate feasibility study with extended
efforts in developing the analytical tools and processes
to minimize computational errors for the wound area.
From a clinical standpoint, with the combination of this
technique with other modalities currently available, we
can help develop a pervasive health care regime that will
provide economical and standardized treatment that will
result in decreased outpatient visits, unnecessary hospitalizations and traumatic complications such as amputation
[28,29]. One important beneﬁt of the imaging modalities
is the real-time education and empowerment of patients,
as visual feedback on health status may help motivate
patients to monitor their pathological state and maximize
adherence to therapy.

There is a growing body of evidence emerging from our
group’s work in this area to build a knowledge base in
thermal measurements. This may assist the primary care
team’s ability to successfully use diabetic ulcer prevention
strategies. A brief summary of some important clinical
studies and ongoing research is presented earlier. The
long-term goal of this research is to further the role of
thermometry and thermography in clinical care for the diabetic foot, especially by empowering the primary care
team to identify high-risk patients and preventing traumatic consequences of this disease through objective
parameters. Review of key work published in this area,
suggests that thermal imaging provides a useful tool for
preventing wounds and assessing wound healing.
The wound inﬂammatory index or TI and Charcot
stress test may provide a scoring range for the assessment
of wounds and acute CN, respectively, by considering
physiological as well as morphological changes to the
skin’s surface. This additionally helps achieve a comprehensive understanding of the signiﬁcance of small temperature changes in the wounds and its association with
wound chronicity. The use of thermal techniques has
largely remained a research tool; however, the availability
of quantitative tools may help clinical integration and routine assessments. Further works should be aimed at studying as well as documenting thermal ﬁndings in lower
extremity wounds in well-designed clinical trials.
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